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The Quest for the Central Theme in Southern History 

By David L. Smiley 

In the history of southern history the central theme has been the quest 

for the central theme. Local and state historians, students of regionalism 

and sectionalism, along with authors of surveys of the American past, have 

agreed in accepting the hypothesis that there is an American South, and that 

there must, therefore, be a unifying focus at its center. Furthermore, it 

has become customary among many historians to emphasize ctionalism as a key 

factor in Americen history and to seek the causes for the division of national 

patriotism. The man in the street, though his views may be hazy or overly 

emo·ional either in support or in opposition, is confident that there are 

distinctives which combine to make of the regions below the Potomac an interest 

ing--or a repulsive, depending upon the viewpoint--entity, and most Americans 

have, at one time or another, participated in the quest for the central theme 

of southern history. Though ultimately their quest has be n doomed to failure, 

the search for unifying forces, constant factors, or distinguishing characteristics 

peculiar to the section has remained a favorite activity among historians of the 

South. But the effort to define the South as a land of magnolias, moonbeams, or 

Jim Crow has revealed much more about the state of historical scholarship in 

America than it has about a real or imagined South. 

There is, and there can be, no central theme of southern history. The search 

for such an oversimplified description of the complex past ie indeed anti-intellectual 

and anti-hictorical. To el borate a central theme would b but to reduce a multi 

faceted story to a single as~ect, and its result would be but to find new footnotes 

to confirm revealed truths and prescribed views. In order that the formula of the 

central theme remain undisturbed the searcher would ignore or explain away variant 

evidence. The artificial monolith thus created would prec.ude thought or further 

evaluation of the data of the past, There is no central ·heme of southern history, 
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but there are central themes which southern politicians, propagandists, and pro• 

moterE have used to further their own interests. There are, likewise, centrsl 

themes which northern politicians, propagandists, and promoters have used, and for 

similnr objectives. Each historial who asserts a central theme or a dominant char- 

acteristic has, consciously or unconsciously, served the purposes of the promoters 

and propagandists. A central theme or dominant distinguishing characteristic, if 

widely accepted, might affect a person's vote for or against a party, a platform, 

or a personality. It may encourage or discourage the migration of industr~es, 

capital investments, or talent, to sunnier climes or a more favorable labor situa- 

tion. But an oversimplif:l.ed central theme is not a valid concept for the objective 

study of the American past. Thus a review of the quest for the central theme in 

southern history is an exploration of the arts of propaganda and of the manner in 

which devotees of the maiden Clio may prostitute her virtues. 

Basically the effort to reduce the essence of the South into an overriding 

deterministic dogma has turned upon two related lines of thought--the causal 

effects of environment, and the development of certain acquired characteristic 

of the people celled Southern. The work of Ulrich B. Phillips well illustrat~d 

the problem. The South, he declared in an American Historical Review article1, 

was a section dominated by race conflict. It was 11a land il'ith a unity despite 

its diversity, with a people having conmon joys and common sorrows, and, above 

all, as to the white folk a people with a common resolve indomitably maintained-- 

that it shall be and remain white man's country.n The desire to preserve the 

supremacy of the whites was, he said, "the cardinal test of a Southerner and 

the central theme of Southern history.'' 

A few conths after the article appeared, however, Phillips published his 

Life and Labor in the Old South~ in which he defined the section in terms of --- - - - ---- 
environmental causation. '1Le· us begin by discussing thew ather,11 he said in 

a famous paragraph, "for that has been the chief agency in king the South 

distinctive.112 Climate, he now declared, gave rise to staple crops, wich 
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promoted the plantation, 'Which led to slave importations, which resulted in a 

continuing race problem. The central theme of white supremacy had thus become, 

for Phillips, the inevitable concomitant of .a. deterministic weather pattern. He 

ignored the possibility, which later students have emphasized, that the "house 

that .Jack built" might have had other foundations, 

Still, historians have followed the twin pathways which Phillips blazed, 

and have undertaken to document eit~~~ the central theme of a dominant pattern 

of life, or have looked beyond the characteristic to see geograpafca l, or 111'.!teorologi .. 

cal determinants of the significant traits. Sometimes they have sought to combine 

them into a single sentence: "The South," wrote Wendell H. Stephenson in a r>;::cent 

book3, "is a geographical locationt a group of factors that differentiated the 

region and its inhabitants from other sections of the United States, and a state 

of mind to which those factors gave rise." But in way or another, seekers for 

th central theme have illustrated Phillips' observations that the South was 

ei ... ~;er the land of a particula. behavior pattern or a place tfilere men's lives 

were the result of climate or g ograpny. 

Perhaps the most common denominator among tho c in quest of the central 

the has been the prevalence of a distinctive weather. Phillips himself spoke 

of climate, in the form of h avy rainfall and an overheated sun, as causal fac 

tors in southern life. Jeluges eroded the topsoil, packed plowed lands, and ran 

off in floods, he said, and they conditioned the soils of the South. Too, the 

sun was 11bakingly hot;" it p rched v getation and enerva.ted Europeans.4 Clarenc .. 

Cason agreed. The South, he said, was a hot lanj. It was that part of the United 

States where the mercury reached 90 degrees in the shade at least one hundred 

afternoons a year.s 

According to the climate theory, the tyrant sun slowed life to a languid 

walk, led men to prefer the shaded side of the streets, and induced cooks to pr - 

pare gastronomical delights to tempt heat-jaded appetites. It also dictated th 

staple crops and the labor sys-em of the South.6 Cason reported with approval 
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the Mi...siGsippi proverb that 11011ly mules and black men can face the sun in July," 

in support of the comfortable philosophy that physical labor should be perfo?.T.led 

by black-ckinned menials presumably fitted by an all-wise Creator to endure the 

heat.7 

The idea that the central theme of southern history may be found in a causa I 

relationship between a tropical climate and a peculi r 1ay of life has been a per 

sistent one. In 1852 a newspaper e<l .. or, answering a critic, pointed out that South 

Carolina lay in the same la tit de as Greece and Rome, which was :z. "pretty r~ood l0ti 

tude for a 'breed of oble men',11 and six years later an ..,server comnented that 

the "gentleman and lady of England and France, born to command, were especially fitted 

for their God given mission of uplifting and Christ1ani,,,L.g the egroes because 

they wre sof"ened and refined under our Southern sky.118 uch views continued into 

the present century. Hamilton J. Eckenrode declared that in ·he Ametican South a 

superior Nordic race became 11tropicized" and thus made bette-r,9 and a decade ago 

Francis B. Sirrikins. in an say for a book on rican regio alism, also interpr t d 

the South as the ad.j.ustment of Anglo-Saxon peoples to a sub-tropical climate. H 

lamented the modern prefer ce for sun-tanned women and a ~~chitecture out of k eping 

wib the ante-bellum tradition, nd h~ regarded all admiration for southern tempera 

ture s a form of Yankee ca.rpethaggery. u ecause -0 ·he tyranny of books and ga 

zine imported from strange climates," he said southerners had lost eleir fear of 

the aun and had denied their herit ge. They were "prompted o construct artificial 

lakes$ treeless lawns, and low-roofed houses without porches or blinds.110 

Such is the legend of the causal effects of climate upon southern folkways, 

and its inaccuracies are manifest. Southern climate is wholly temperat rather 

than tropical, and it include~ startling variations in patten. William A. Foran, 

in a significant paper read to the South Carolina Historic•1 ssociation,11 has 

pointed out that climate of opinion; and not climate, influenc d Europeans in 

southern regions of orth America. Moreover, he continued, t ere was no uniformity 

in southern ather. 'The G eat South of 1860 began at Mason's a.~d Dixon's line, 
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just twenty-five ~iles south of the Lib rty »ell on lndepend nee Square, and 

ranged on through fifteen degrees of latitude> 11 he said. 'Almost every type of 

North American climate was encompassed~ from pleasantly-tempered Virginia and 

magnolia-scented Charleston to the arctic blizzards of Texas ••.. Can historUina 

speak glibly of a southern climate, much less of a tropical one, of a land whose 

rainfall varies from zero to seventy inches a year ••• ?1112 

But even if there were a physiographical unity in the outh, it would not 

of itself determine a particular social order, agricultural pattern, or lmy of 

life. Climate did not forecast or foreordain a staple crop - lave labor - 

Negro problem syndrome such as Phillips and others described. Edgar T. Thompoou, 

in an Agricultural History article,13 specifically rejected the Phillips thesis. 

''The plantation is not to be accounted for by climate•" he S.'.lid, and argued that 

the c.limate·plantadon-slaver"Y theory was a defense mechanism. "A theory which 

makes the plantation depend upon something outside the process s of human inter 

ac ·:..on, that is, a theory which makes the plantation depend upon a fixed and 

static something like c Ltmate ," Thompson declared, "is a theory which oper t s 

to justify an existing social order and the vested interests connected with th t 

order.'; It was, like other answers to the question of central theme, an example 

of histori4al scholarship subservin · the purposes and plans of politician and 

promoters in rationalizii:..g and justifying a positively-good arrangement. In 

defence of southern culture~ southern society, southeL"Il politics, and southern 

economics, the theory made use of the determinative factors of nature and nature's 

God. Historians accordingly f·rthered the inter~sts of the cOillinant element in 

their communities by reasoning fro climate to plantation nd to slavery.14 

Uhatever led to the establishment of the plantation, it has existed in some 

southern regions as an important institution, and many seekers for the centr l 

theme have considered it the distinctive characteristic of southern life. First 

used to desctibe a group of 'planted" colonists, the word came to mean wywtem 

of farming with slaves, ind-ntures, tenants, or other poorly-recompensed laborers 
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1orking under the direction of men who owned large tracts of lend nd who de 

use of their wealth and social position to play an active part in their 

communities' affairs. As a social, economic, and political group the planters' 

influence was pervasive. In aome regions they were able to define their interesta 

as those of the entire South and their way of life as typical of the whole. Under 

their direction, and with the enthusiastic cooperation of nostalgic writera, poets, 

song-composers, advertising en, and complaisant historians, the plantation b came 

the epitome of the southern ideal. At the same time, to op onents of Jeffersonian 

democracy~ the Calhounian log c of state sovereignty, or to economic programs such 

as free trade, the plantation appeared as the symbol of all that was evil. !t 

represented an immoral and unjust labor system and an a~istocratic and sn bbieh 

aristocracy. Historians did ot ignore as a central theme an institution so .se~ul 

alike co favorable and unfavorable propagandi ts and promoters. 

In point of time, the definition of the South as a land of plantationa was 

the oldest them. The planta ion as a system was old: in varying forms it antedated 

the rise of chattel slavery and after emancipation if persisted in fact and in fancy 

as a distinctive southern entity. It was also fairly well diotributed in the coastal 

ple.ins and river valleys of the South; its proponents extended it into the southwest 

as settlement advanced. Th plan .ation pattern w s therefore general enough to aerv 

as a southern archt·"Pe. From the efforts of William Henry Drayton in the Continental 

Congress to defend the Hptanting interests" from outaide attack, to the Virginia. 

Resolves on Debt Assumption, through the essays of John Taylor and Edmund uff n nd 

the Statistical surveys of J.D.B. DeBow, to the more recent writings of the Southern 

Agrer.ians of the Vanderbilt Schoel, the plantation and the value it supposedly i 

cated have provided much of ... he southern tradition. 11The plantation>" said Sh l<!on 

Van Aul~en in a recent article in the Virginia Magazine£! HistoEI ~ Biography,lS 

"is central to any understanding of the South. 11 Since befor there were white n 

in ew England, he continued, it has been the most sign!fican a pect of a South 

differentiated by it from the rest of the nation, More thau other forms of economic 
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organization, the plantation provided security to laborers and a satisfying way of 

life to its operators. The plantation set the standards for the entire South, Van 

Auken concluded, and it has remained the ideal image of the romantic southe1m past. 

Earlier, Francis P. Gaines had made a study of the plantation as a tradition am(.ng 

southerners. nThe supremacy of the great estate in the thinking of the South cannot 

be successfully challenged, 11 he concluded.16 

But despite the plantation's e~':".1t;ed place in tradition, it did not serve as 

the fundamental pattern of life in the southern regions. Aa man:~ hiatoria'1s, includ 

ing Gaines and Van Au!;en, hav~ pointed out, the plantation did not pentrate into the 

hills and mountainous regions where yeoman farmers predominated and where a different 

way of life prevailed. The Owsleys, in articles in the Journol EJ. Southern History~l7 

have demonstrated that the plantation was not typical even of the Alabama bla~'k belt 

and was becoming less important in the decade of the 18SO'a. According to Avery 

Graven, by 1860 Virginia and Maryland, certainly regarded as southern, had 11come 

la.,.;;;ely to the small farm and the small farmer, 11 and the Governor of Virginia report 

ed that the state was no longer characterized by the "large plantation system," 

but had developed into an agriculture of uamaller horticultural and arboricultural 

farming.1118 Richard Shryock pointed out variations between staple-crop farmers 

from the British Isles and the more efficient German grain ~nd meat producers in 

the Valley of VirgL!ia a"'d the North Carolina. piedmont.19 Richard Hofstadter argued 

that efforts to describe the South as a land of plantations, as U. B. Phillips had 

done, was superficial and unreai.20 The fact that many planters were literate and 

played leading roles in social and political affairs, and that many of their records 

survived, stimulated reiiearch and writing about plantations. But it also reeultel 

in a warped picture of the SJUthern past. The plantation, as the happy home of 

Marster and Mistis in their columned mansion surrounded by sr.1iling fields and grin· 

Aing darkies, would not serve as an accurate description of the South. 

The plantation was, houever, the home of other significant factors in the 

southern tradition-·the planter and his code of honor, and the olave-·and 
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historians turned to these as central characteristics. As Avery Craven put 

it) ''Only two factors seem to have contributed to the making of anything distinctly 

Southern- .. an old-world country-gentleman ideal and the presence of negroes 1.n 

large numben."'21 Planters, utilizing their ··real th and soc Le I pos Lt ton , lived in 

conscious imitation of the squires of Old Bng l and , and stocked their homes with 

books~ musical in~truments, fine imported furnishings and clothing, and tutors for 

their children. They practiQed a polished chivalry in their personal relations. 

"When you institute a comparison between the men of the North and the South, does 

it not result in favor. of those of the South?" asked a spee.ke-r in the Kentucky con· 

stitutional convention of 1849. 11Has not the South acquired for itself a characte~r 

for frankness, generosity, high-toned honor, and chivalr; whir.his unknown in the 

Notth?1122 In political office the best of the planters were motivated by his'- ideals 

of statesmanship and a sense of comnunity obligation. 

Here was the country-gentleman ideal as a characteristic of the South. Though 

many of ·he planters ignored the demands of the code, or failed to live them, collec 

tively they contrib~ted much of value both to their home comm.unities and to their 

country. The planter code also provided a theme for the So~thern Agrarians, who saw 

in i~ conservative civilization with had, in the words of John Crowe Ransom, come 

"co tenns with nature." Living ''materially along the inherited line oflea.st resis 

tance, 1· the planters sought "to pu · the surplus of energy into the fr~e life of the 

mind." 23 Thus the planaation with its rural values became a part of the southern tra 

dition. It also provided a convenient point of att ck for enemies of the politics 

and economic strength of the South, which increased its usefulness to historinns. 

But to emphasize the country-gentleoan would ~e to omit reference to many other 

equally as southern types. 

Much more common as a unifying factor was another product of th4 plantation- 

the presence of the Negro nd the institution of chattel slav ry. Thomas P. Govan 

has declared that t'e South was that part of bhe United States in which slavery con 

tinued for sixty years longer than in other azeaa , but '·:'BS in all other respect 
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imilar to the rest of the country.24 The one important sectional conflict in 

-r1c.~n his ory, he said, -ose from the fact that groes wer held as slaves, 

and the emancipation ot th slav s elininated the tnoti·ution which distingui bed 

the South frcr.:i other areas and r oved the sole cause of its si~e to be aepar t 

and independent. The subsequent ~oncern with the tn<~intenance of White supremacy, 

Govan contended, uas evidence of outhern identity with all men of Europ an origin 

when they •t large numbers of people of a different origin whereve. it may b. 

To define t South, a did Phillips and others, as t. land of segregation and 

white supremacy was again to sub erve the 1ntere$ts of propagandists r ther than 

the functions of objective acholarship, 

The plantat · also fostered a rural environment with ito tr.&nge mixc:.ire 

of ~he primitive nd the pol~shed, and som hi torians in quest of the central th 

have found it in the opinions and practic sofa rur,l people. Andr w N. Lytle 

stated the centr l th of southern history in terms of the "backwoods progression" 

of ·- agr.sris.n At'cadia, 25 and others of the Agrarian School have emphasized such 

rur l ~ lues s a slowed pace, enjoymwnt of living, and time for contemplation and 

df.tation. John Hope Franklin saw a different result of th. t'Ural South. It s , 

he ea.id) a land of violence whose peoples possessed a "penc nt for militancy icb 

t tio_s ass1Jllled exces ive proportions." The Southern reputation for fightin8 ~ he 

added, 'did not always command re pect, nor even serious con ideration; but it CSiila 

to be identified as an important ingredient of Southern civilization. "26 But 

r vi, ro ointed out, violence nd igilant ism were not the exclusive property of 

southerners) however ~uch they may ave clung to the co v duello or the blood feud.27 

In fitie, outhern regions y hn lified rural foll aya, but they e not 

Wlited by the.t f ct. Effort to hatize rural patterns, whether favorabl or un- 

favorable~ as central to th South; provided other exemplee of the uses of history to 

serve interests othwr than the obj ctiv analysis of the documents. 

Thu the climat, and its all g children, th plant tion, the plant r, the 

staple crop and the sl ve, have provided students 1ith ov rsimplified keys to th 
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South. Another aven '"-' 0£ i~quiry into the character of southern regL na has bee 

to p·.i:::sue the :1..:cond of t>hillip<>' hypotheses and to define. tbe South on the basic 

of eocial b ... h."'.Yioz-. Ch rles s. ydno~ descr1l>ed ·he proble-:a and the :iossibilitiee. 28 

Southern historians, studying a region witho~t definite bound .rtes , he aid, faced 

-he necessity of de1ining theirs bje!t. In doing so, ~hey became pioneer oc ~ 

historiens; they gave thought to distinctive traits of southerners, and then sough 

"co discover the geographical incidence of these characteristics. 11 Thus the southern 

hi torian 1 ms driven from the problem of area back to the prior problem of eaeence ," 

Sydnor declared; 1'his initial task 1as to discover w t the Old South was. From the 

nature of the case he was compelled to be a social historian.11 

Continuing his own analysis, in nother article29 Sydnor listed some of the 

distinctively southern cultural patterns. Among them he described an inherit d way 

of life modelled after the English gentry, slavery, nalaria, hookloK>rm, lynching, 

fare tenancy, the advocacy of state rights, mockingbirds, or a unique attitude 

A great ~1ariety of customary activities marked the efforts to define southern 

toward law and order. Other observers, fellowing Sydnor's ouggestion--though 

tometitles ~ithout the modifying quality of his scholarly good-humor-- have 

attempted to define the Souch as a distinctive geographical area, not on the 

basis of a central theme of historical development, but rather by locating certain 

agreed-upon customs or patterns of living. 

traits. Some of the doubtless contained a modicum of truth; others were unrealistic: 

still olhers ~1er downright weird. Students have offered definitions of the South 

such as these: the Sou=h is the place where~~ ple employ fireworks to celebrate 

Chr! tmas rather than the Fourth of .July; it is a land where ooks add salt port 

to the boiling of green vegetables; it is the domain of hominy grits; it is a lar.d 

of on ... -party politic , one .. hors plowing, and one-crop griculture. Charles P'. 

Lane, in a recent article30, declared that '1the preference for the mule a a draft 

ani 
:; 

1 is one of the least coasfdered traite characterizing southern culture,'' and 

ugg s d that a chart showing the incidence of mul s ould rk the boundaric of 
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the South. 

Other observers seeking cultural distinctives allegedly peculiar to the 

section have described it as a land of fundamentalism in religion. Edwin McNeill 

Poteat, in a volume of essays on culture in the South31~ declared that "the South 

is religiously solid" in much the same way it was politically a unit. To most 

southerners, he said, heresy was still heresy. and "they still in the main submit 

readily to demagogy in the pulpit, and enjoy the thrill of denominational competi 

tion." The religious South, to Poteat, exhibited "a more homogeneous quality 

than any other section. Many observers agreed. "The dis':inctiveness of the Old 

South,11 said Francis B. Simkins, 11is perhaps best illustrated by its religion. 

Historic Protestantism was reduced to the consistencies of the Southern environ 

ment without sacrificing inherent fundamentals.1132 Charles W. Ramsdell noted that 

fundamentalism •vas a characteristic of the South, and pointed out its effects upon 

reaction to evolution, the effort to prohibit by constitutional amendment the manu 

factJre and sale of beverage alcohol, and thP. resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan.33 

But a census of fundamentalism would reveal little, if any, correlation with a 

feeling of southern allegiance; southerners could claim no monopoly on such evan 

gelical preachers as Finney 1 Moody> Billy Sunday, or Billy Graham. Nor was the 

South the sole possessor of either emotionalism in religion or the Bible college. 

Another proposal was that the South could be located on the basis of "set 

tlement characteristics." The geographer Wilbur Zelinsky~ in an article entitled 

11Where the South Begins: the Northern Limit of the Cis-Appalachian South in terms 

of Settlement Landscapes," sought to catalog southern distinctives as a composite 

pattern of structures in which men house themselves and their activities.34 "In 

the cou~se of field observations of house types, urban morphology, farmsteads, and 

other settlement'characteri3tics," he said, flI have discovered a constellation of 

traits that are apparently co•terminous with the South and function c~llectively 

as a regional Labe l ;" Zelinsky found "a group of architectural styies and regional 

house types rare or non-existent in other parts of the country." Some of the 
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traits he discovered were houses placed well back from t e street and from each 

other, low curbs or none at all, sidewalk arcades before shops in business dis- 

tricts, a central location for courthouses in county seats, the presence near the 

centers of town of cultivated gardens and fields, a large number of rural non-farm 

homes, a lack of 0spatial pat tern" to farmsteads, with an unlimited proliferation 

of barns and sheds around the farmhouse characterized by an almost total lack of 

paint on farm buildings, and a high rate of building abandonment. "The observer 

can be reasonably certain that he is within the Southern culture area when the bulk 

of these traits recur with great frequency," Zelinsky concl !ded,11 and particularly, 

when they are assembled into one or another of the regional house types." The South, 

in other words, was a land of rather slovenly farms with a population preferring 

rural folkways even when they moved to town. Again the centr 1 theme, or distin- 

guishing characteristic, served as unfavorable publicity to affect voting or the 

'/(T:.~~~ ~~lt-)-f- 
migration of capital. ~ r_.\£r/~- ~ ~ '}1VVt-y1V\._ ..- 

Criticism of the South by defining it as a single characteristic, whether the 

land of slavery or segregation, the plantation, a people with an innate love of 

violence, or marked by peculiar religious or dietary patterns, led to still another 

statement of the central theme of southern history. Outlined by Avery Craven and 

Frank L. Owsley, and amplified by others, it was that there would have been no South 

if there had been no attacks upon it from without. The South was, according to this 

view~ a state of mind, a consctous minority, of a defense mechanism. Opposition to 

the p~anters, to slavery, or to real or imagined way of living•-opposition which 

often took a violent or insulting form--drew people together in defense of their 

peculiarities. Attack and criticism, or r6dicule, created a sense of unity in the 

presen e of diversity. It beg , according to Craven, with he tariff controversy, 

and becam full grown during the Missouri debates and the abolition crusade.35 

Professor Owsley, in lectures, in his textbook, and in articles, developed 

further the theme that the South was a region under outside attack. He made it 

clear that though elements of sectionalism vere inherent in the South, it was a 
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tt cks Yhich cemented pepple together in a s~nse of South• 

ness. "There w s very little defense or justification of slavery until the com 

mencem nt of a vigorous abolitionist assault from the North,,11 he said. And, he 

continued, "the attack upon slavery and the South resulted in the development of 

a philosophical defense of slavery •.•. So violent and dangerous did this new crusade 

appear to Southerners that a revolution in Southern thought immediately took place.1136 

In an article in the .American eview, OWsley suggested that attacks upon the South 

had continued since the Civil Har. Each time, he said, the attackers intended to 

destroy the South, but they m.rely succeeded ~n 211.king it more unified than before.37 

Charles W. Ramsdell, in a chapter in Culture.!!! the South, • B. Kendrick, in 11The 

Colonial Status of the South," and A. B. Moore, in 110ne Hnndred Years of Reconstruc 

tion of th South," along with others, developed the theme of attack from without as 

the molder of the South.38 

The argmnent that the South was ·he product of outside attack l~d to still 

another effort to locate the origins of southern sentiment. It was that the central 

theme of southern history wa the movement to create a sense of unity, a feeling of 

South-ness, out of a disp~rate people with diverse interests. In the effort, sou~hern 

leaders made effective use of all available arguments--clima·e, race, soil config- 

ur tions, th plantation as a radition, slavery and its ext nsion, the cou.~try 

gentlema.n ideal, even attacks upon the South from without. "If there is a central 

theme," said Robert s. Cotterill, "it is the rise of south rn nationalism."39 'rhe 

study of the develo ment of a divergent nationalism. of a belief that southerners 

wer different from other Americans, along with th~ reasons for effort to create 

south rn unity, became the ol)jective of historians. 11It an emot.Lon ,!' Avery 

C ~v n wrote," produced by n assumption on the part of outsiders of a unity there 

which did not exist, by propaganda within which emphasized likenesses rather than 

diff rencee and created a unity of fear where none other existed. 1140 

The feeling of South-n as wa the r sult not alone 0£ ttacks from without, 

but of n intensive and persis·ent canpaign by promoters and politicians. Au effcc~ 
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tive machod of g · ing sup ort ~as by holding open the door to the p Lant Lng elite. 

Another vss by dr6l!'.1tizing and publicising attacks from without in order to produce 

an inn r unity. William Lloyd Garrison would have gone almost unnoticed had southern 

politicians and publicists not called attention to him by putting a price on his head. 

In 1859 Edound Ruffin expressed gr titude for the John Brown raid because oi the 

effect it would have on "the sluggish blood of the South," and he took it upon him 

self to send pikes to southern legislators lest they forget.41 Southern leaders even 

secretly lon~ed for the election of Lincoln as a stimulus to tmityw 

The movement for southern unity was most successful in 1860-61, but defeat 

in th Civil War did not end it. Reconstruction, defined as a continuation of the 

war by attacking valued southern traditions, again called forth a semblance of tmity 

g southerners. In t1e handtcof Kluxers and demagogues, race became a factor in 

th soli South. As Tom Watson bemoaned, it prevented political action based on 

common interests cy interposing the divisive fact:or of race. It also preserved the 

sta-uG quo of Bourbons and thc:tr Yankee allies. The southern unity movemen~ contin 

ued into the Twentieth Century 8.3 a drastically-reduced 1180 tith" continued to seek 

unified action in support of ~tisting economic and political arrangements. 

ut in another sense, o say tha· the central t cme of southern history is 

the ·o;ement for southern unityp is to repeat that thee ia no~central theme. South 

ern leaders were merely acting in accordance with the national pattern. Efforts to 

induce voters to support a party whose platform would protect the establish d order, 

or to enroll recruits in military units or violent mobs in defense of such arrange 

ments, rere not the exclusive actions of southerners. Nor were the arguments oi at 

tacks from without, of economic unity or eocail solidarity, found alone among states 

men of the South. Southerners ~ere Americans too, and they reacted in typically Ari 

can fashion to appeals from their leaders or in response co attacks from other parts 

of the country.42 

Th problem remains for the his orian to maintain his objectivity and his 

balance. He must deny the tempter who would, for purposes o her than scholarship, 
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encourage him to reduce his d.!lta e~ a si'!lgle over-riding tl.eme, to seek a formula, 

to attempt to establish a dogmatic and deterministic view, or to set up categories 

which ·culd obviate the necesvity for research, study, and thought. The purpose of 

any 0interpretation11 of the paat, including many efforts to define the cent r 1 theme 

o:f southern history, is to cuggest a concept by whihh data m.~y be tested. For that 

purpoae, most of the proposed central themes have value. But when an interpretation 

becomes instead a statement of revealed truth it defeats its purpose; it ceases to 

be a helpful aid to the understanding of the past. It becOl'lles anti-historical and 

anti-intellectual. 

Historians worthy of ·he name~ as distinguised from those with adjectival 

limitations such as Southern Historian, Northern Hiatotian, Economic Historian) 

Social His ·orian, or Intel! e tua I Historian, are concerned with the examination of 

the cacsal relations between events in a time sequence. They nre not interested 

in the establishment of formulas or dogmas \vilich would enable thet1, or their public, 

to stop thinking about the pset. To de.fine the South as the land of this, or that, 

whether H be a favorable or un unfavorable image, is to misuse history and to 

repudiate its principl~s. For the task of the historian is to resist the seductive 

bla~disbments of the propagandise or the siaplifier~ to report what happened in the 

past, and to jud:.,e objectively why it happened as it did. He bas no other purpose 

than his obligation to his craft and to his calling, no other function but to extend 

human understanding of the present by analyzing the daca of the past. 
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31 and sale of beverage alcohol, and the resurgence of the Ku Klux IQ.an. But a cen- 

sus of Protestant fundamentalism would reveal little, if any, correlation with a 

feeling of Southness; scutherners could claim no monopoly on such evangelical ex 

horters as Charles G. Finney, Dwight L. Moody, Billy Sundc:J\Y, or Billy Graham. Nor 

were the southern regions the sole possessors of either the Bible college or ram 

pant emotionalism in religious expression. It is probabl~ that the definition of 

;he South in terms of fundamentalism reflect liberal-urban distaste for the values 

of rural America in the decade of the 19201s, replete with prohibition and anti- 

evolution legislation. 

Another proposal in the quest for cultural distinctives was that the south 

could be located by its ttsettlement characteristics." The geographer Wilbur Zelin 

sky, in an article entitled "'Wher~ the South Begins: the Northern Limit of the Cis 

Alpin 
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A more recent tlieada idea, expressed by c. Vann Woodward, holds that the 
only distinguishing characteristic of the South is its historyof poverty in a land of 
planty, pessimism and frustration among a people of optimism and success, and guilt 
in an Americanof innocence. The history he spoke of was not a southern sect of shinto 
--ancestor worship--nor a written history and its interpretation, which change often. 
"I mean rather the collective experience of the Southern people," he said. "It is 
in just this respect that the South remains the most distinctive region of the country •11 

A more recent idea, expressed by C. Vann Woodward, holds that the only distinguishing 
characteristic of the South which can survive the economic and social revolutions of 
the post-World War II era is its history. He did not mean a southern sect of Shinto 
--ancestor worship--which captivates so many regional antiquarians, nor written history 
and its interpretation, which often change. :f "I mean rather the collective experience 
of the Southern people, 11 he said. "It is i~3just this respect that the South remains 
the most distinctive region of the 6ountry. It was a history of poverty in a land of 
plenty, pessimism and frustration among a people whose predominant views were of optim 
ism and success, and of guilt amidst an innocent America. However accurate this view 
might be in the dreary years after Appomattox, it does not come to grips with whatever 
peculiarities there were in the southern temperament that created that kind of past. 

A 
A similar view, based upon the harsh unpleasantness of much southern reality, 

contends that a preference for fantasy and the myth distinguish southerners from other 
Americans. "The quality that ma.kes him /the southerner/ unique among Americans, .. T. 
Harry Willimns has said, is his marvellous capacity to ereate "mind-pictures of his 
world or of the larger world around him--images that he wants to believe, that are 
real to him, and that he will insist others accept." George B. Tindall suggested that 
•twe shall encounter the central theme of Southern history at last on the new frontier 
of mythology," and he listed some of the southern :mjths that have circulated: the Pro 
slavery South, the Confederate South, the Demagogic South, the States' Rights South, 
the Lazy South, the Booster South. Thus, he concludes, •tthere are few areas of the 
modern world that have bred a regional mythology so potent, so profuse and diverse, 
even so paradoxical, as the American South." Here again the student finds the results 
of a distinctive South but little illumination as to their causes. 
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The contention that the South was the result of external attack led to its 

corollary idea that the central theme was a conscious movemant deliberately to create 

a sense of unity 
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any not done so--but it puts a strain upon credulity to say that such practices were 

the exclusive actions of southerners. Nor were the arguments of conspiratorial attacks 

from without, and appeals for internal unity in response, found alone among the leader- 

ship of the southern regions in America. 

From this survey of central themes there emerges the disturbing suspicion 

that the American South defies location or analysis, that it is an enigma incapable 

of comprehension.43 Its geographic boundaries are imprecise at best, and its popula- 

tion and their manifold ways of life resist generalization. It is real only as an 

idea or a belief for which men acted, risked, and died. The idea of the South is 
in fact 

one of the most influential, if not/the most influential idea in American history. 

It contributed to the definition of public policy in the early days of the Republic 

and it profoundly affected the constitutional definition of the nation in the years 

which followed a war that challenged national unit,y. The South is therefore not a 

place or a thing, nor even a collection of cultural distinctives, but an idea. Those 

of whatever persuasion who believe themselves southenn are southern, and the South 

exists wherever southerners form a predominant portion of the population are are 

willing to act upon their belief. The study of the South idea in .American history 

is thus a part of intellectual history, or better, because it is at base a faith, 

it should be a part of the academic offerings of theo Lcgf.cal, schools. 
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The contention that the South was the result of external attack led to its 

corollary idea that the central theme was a conscious movenent deliberately to create 

a sense of unity 



CENTRAL THEME. In the study of Southern history the central theme has been 

the quest for the central theme. A past which included a separation from and 

a war for independence with the United States, the persistence of slavery 

well into the 19th Century and legal racial segregation far into the 20th, 

along with peculiarifolkways and a pronounced individualism demanded explan 

ations. Why there should have developed a South with a patriotic allegiance 

of its own has been the subject 6f the search for a central theme or deter 

mining factor, characteristic, or seminal event. 

The effort to express the essence of the South in a central theme 

has taken one of two related streams of thought. One has been to emphasize 

the effects of environment, the other the presence of certain acquired char 

acteristics (the inheritance theory) which have determined Southern actions 

and lifestyle. 

The environmental view is much the older. In 1787 William Henry 

Drayton of South Carolina expressed it: nfron the nature of the climate, soil, 

and produce of the several states, a northern and a southern interest natur 

ally and unavoidably arise." Thus, according to the environmental theory, 

climate and rainfall produced staple crops in great demand; these in turn 

required the plantation and slavery for their efficient cultivation, and 

these institutions provided the basis for a social elite who then went to 

war to preserve its property and rank. The cruel sun, in that view, was also 

to blame for regional oddities such as an exotic diet, rural values, the 

blood feud, architectural preferences, laziness and lassitude in speech and 

movement. 

Ulrich B. Phillips described the climatological theory as a nhouse 

that Jack builtn--climate determined activity, activity determined the nature 

of society and the status of the labor force, society determined political 

platforms and the labor force created a racial outlook. Clarence Cason de 

fined the South as a hot land whose people lived under the dictates of the 

tyrant sun. Other environmentalists have argued that the Industrial Revolu- 
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tion with its hunger for raw cotton to turn into textiles, inevitably called the 

South into being. H. J. Eckenrode and F. B. Simkins have defined the South as 

the result of an adjustment of Anglo-Saxon peoples to a warm subtropical climate. 

On the other hand the inheritance theory expressed Southern distinc 

tives as results of acquired characteristics all but universally present in the 

South and all but universally absent in other sections. The list of suggested 

traits is a long one. Southern apologists have held their people to be superior 

and have praised the courage, honor, and independence of descendants of English 

Cavaliers, "t.r-opt c Lzad Nordics •11 Charles S. ,Sydnor cataloged the distinctively 

Southern culture patters as a way of life modelled after English gentry, slav 

ery, malaria, hookworm,lynching, tenant farming, states' rights, and mocking 

birds. 

Other seekers after inherited behavior patterns have gone farther, 

some to define the South as a land of one-party politics, one-horse plowing, 

and one-crop agriculture, some to declare it the land of white racial suprem 

acy. "The cardinal test of a Southerner and the central theme of Southern 

history,11 said U. B. Phillips, was the universal resolve that the region should 

remain a 11white man's country." In addition, the South has been defined in 

one or more of the following terms: the persistence of ancient folkways, mili 

tancy and hot tempers, 11Bible-belt11 fundamentalism, an overly-romantic world 

view, laziness, psychological guilt feelings created by miscegenation, even a 

preference for mules over horses as draft animals. 

Another line of argument holds that the South is the product of its 

history and came into being only in response to outside attacks. Abolitionists 

caused a unity of interests among white Southerners that cemented a dis9arate 

people into a sense of oneness. A corollary to that thesis was that the South 

was created by a conscious effort at unity directed by those who had something 

to lose in a rapidly changing nation. Still other students have decided that 

there can be no central theme because there has never been a unified South, 

and argue that Southerners and their past are integral parts of the ryational 
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story. As David Potter declared, the entity known as South is an enigma 

challenging comprehension, "a kind of Sphinx on the American land. 
11 

And 

J. G. Randall noted the difficulties in summing up many people and events 

in a single sentence:11Poets,11 he said, "have done better in expressing this 

oneness of the South than historians in explaining it.11 

For a brief discussion of the central themes, see D. L. Smiley, "The Quest 

for the Central Theme in Southern History," South Atlantic Quarterly, LXXI 

(Surruner, 1972), pp. 307-325. 
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